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Mk-IX Technologies Corporation Changes name to
Hygenall Corporation
Name Change Focuses On Solving Problems Relating to Lead and Toxic Metal Poisoning
Portsmouth, NH – June 24, 2009 – Mk-IX Technologies Corporation announces that it has changed its
name to Hygenall Corporation. Chairman of the Board of Directors, Dr. Michael Lowe, made the
announcement at the Company's Board of Director meeting held on June 10, 2009 via teleconference
from Huntsville, AL. The announcement follows a vote by shareholders who approved the name change
by a 100% majority.
Michael McKinnon, CEO, stated that "Hygenall Corporation is a name that more clearly reflects the
company's focus on providing solutions to the problem of lead and other toxic metal exposure. We have
begun to devote most of our resources, in both capital and personnel, towards building products, namely
Hygenall™, Hygenall Industrial™, Hygenall FieldScrub™ and products for the surface decontamination
markets. This name change reflects the increased flexibility and the expanded ways that the company
works with the various vertical markets."
Hygenall makes patent pending lead and toxic metal skin decontamination products. Leveraging a license
for science developed in the laboratories of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Hygenall’s products represent a
remarkable breakthrough in cleaning toxic metal off skin and preventing lead and other toxic metal
poisoning by safely removing 98 percent of trace toxic metal particles including lead, cadmium, mercury,
arsenic, and other toxic metals from exposed skin. Hygenall also offers products that are used to
decontaminate surfaces and products.
Hygenall made news earlier this year when the Wall Street Journal published an article announcing the
licensing of technology invented and patented by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for
removing lead from skin. BusinessWeek magazine labeled Hygenall as one of “America’s Most
Promising Startups.” The online story details the genesis of Hygenall’s unique skin cleaner and its ability
to remove lead dust and other toxic metals to prevent the harmful effects after ingesting.

“Following our February 2009 launch, we have been busy bringing Hygenall to market as the
most effective cleaner that removes heavy metals from the skin — protecting the needs of
families, industrial workers and military personnel.”
Trace toxic metal particles can be found in metal smelting operations, battery recycling, lead and other
toxic metal manufacturing operations, imported children’s toys and common household products, and the
urban battlefield and firing ranges.

Hygenall Corporation brands include Hygenall™ Skin Cleaner for Home, Hygenall Industrial™ for the
workplace, Hygenall FieldScrub™ a Battle Detritus Skin Cleansing System for troops in the urban
battlefield, Firing Ranges, and sportsmen who use firearms, Hygenall HygaStat™ a Blood Testing Skin
Decontamination System, Hygenall HygeneX™ for X-Ray and Imaging Room Decontamination System,
Hygenall Toxoff™ am Equipment, Surface and Wall Decontamination Wash Additive, and Hygenall
N.D.S.™ an Equipment Nuclear and Toxic Metal Decontamination Cleaning Solution.
For a complete press kit, please visit: http://hygenall.com/press.html
For more information on Hygenall, please visit: www.hygenall.com
About Hygenall Corporation
Recently renamed from Mk-IX Technologies Corporation, Hygenall Corporation is the leader in
developing innovative technologies that help protect millions of people around the world from the ravages
of lead and other toxic metal poisoning. Founded in 2007 by Michael McKinnon, CEO of Hygenall
Corporation, Michael has deliberately taken leadership in the marketplace by creating solutions to reduce
the impact of exposure to toxic metals. Hygenall differentiates themselves by offering technologies that
were developed under critical scientific standards in government and government quality laboratories and
bring them to market at an affordable price. Hygenall is headquartered Huntsville, Alabama with offices
throughout the Americas.
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